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With the genome sequences of numerous species at hand, we have the opportunity to discover how
evolution has acted at each and every nucleotide in our genome. To this end, we must identify sets of nucleotides that have descended from a common ancestral nucleotide. The problem of identifying
evolutionary-related nucleotides is that of sequence alignment. When the sequences under consideration
are entire genomes, we have the problem of multiple whole-genome alignment. In this paper, we first state
a series of definitions for homology and its subrelations between single nucleotides. Within this framework,
we review the current methods available for the alignment of multiple large genomes. We then describe a
subset of tools that make biological inferences from multiple whole-genome alignments.

INTRODUCTION
Comparative genomics (1,2) is the use of molecular evolution
as a tool in the investigation of biological processes. Nucleotide sequences common to the genomes of several diverged
species are indicative of shared biology, whereas differences
in genomic sequence and structure may shed light on what
makes species distinct. The identification of genomic elements
that have been conserved over time allows biologists to focus
their experiments on those parts of the genome that are fundamental to much of life. Thus, methods for the comparison of
genomes and prediction of elements constrained by evolution
have been actively researched as of late.
Often implicit in the discussion of conserved or common
sequences is the concept of ‘homology’. Homology, famously
defined by Richard Owen as ‘the same organ in different
animals under every variety of form and function’, is accepted
by most as ‘common ancestry’ (3). This important concept
relies on the identification of evolutionary ‘characters’, distinct entities between which we may assign ancestral relationships. First used in reference to morphological characters, such
as eye color or petal number, homology has since been used in
reference to characters of all levels, from the molecular to the
behavioral. Our recently acquired ability to identify single
nucleotides in the genomes of different species allows us to
specify homology at the smallest scale. The definition and

identification of homology at this scale is the focus of our
review.
The prediction of homology between nucleotides relies on
the fact that genomic positions derived from a common ancestral position are more likely to have the same ‘state’: one of A,
C, G or T. With only four states and, often, billions of genomic
positions, we cannot simply use the coincidence of bases at
two positions as a basis for assigning homology. Therefore,
we must take advantage of context. Positions adjacent in an
ancestral sequence are likely to be adjacent in the extant
sequences. Predicting homology between genomic positions
is thus the problem of identifying colinear segments having
statistically significant numbers of similar states. Because
we are faced with analyzing multiple large genomes, this
task requires expertise from the fields of computer science,
statistics, and mathematics. In these fields, the task of identifying related positions in sequences is the problem of alignment.
Although alignment is based on the identification of similar
sequences, similarity is not equivalent to homology. Similar,
but unrelated sequences may arise simply by chance or
through convergent evolution. On the other hand, sequences
may be homologous but not share a single similar character.
In general, alignments may be used to specify relationships
other than common ancestry, such as structural or functional
similarities. Although identifying other classes of similarities
between sequences is important, such similarities are best
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understood in the light of evolution. Therefore, we focus on
the problem of ‘evolutionary alignment’, which aims to
identify only homologous relationships between nucleotide
positions.
In this paper, we describe the various computational and
statistical methods that have been developed for the evolutionary alignment of genomes. We restrict our review to methods
that may be used to align multiple large genome sequences.
Starting with the concept of nucleotide homology, we
first provide a series of definitions by which to frame our
discussion of alignment methods. After reviewing the latest
in alignment technology, we discuss methods that utilize
whole-genome alignments for biological discovery.

HOMOLOGY OF NUCLEOTIDES
When Watson and Crick (4) noted that ‘the specific pairing we
have postulated immediately suggests a possible copying
mechanism for the genetic material’, they alluded to the most
fundamental level of ancestry. Although homology is used at
many levels of biology, it is most directly defined with
respect to nucleotide sequences. It is not clear from the literature that people have agreed on a precise definition of nucleotide homology. Given that the molecular mechanisms of
nucleic acid replication are well known, it is important from
an evolutionary theory standpoint that such definitions are
established. Moreover, if we design and compare methods
that predict homology between nucleotides, we must have concrete definitions of the problem at hand. These definitions,
however, must be based on biology and not on what is possibly
identified by our methods. Adhering to this ideology, we
propose definitions for nucleotide homology.
At the nucleic acid level, an evolutionary character is a position in single- or double-stranded DNA or RNA. The copying
mechanism for nucleic acids is a single-stranded phenomenon
and therefore we begin our definitions with the single-stranded
case. For a single-stranded nucleic acid, a character x has two
properties: its position, traditionally counted from the 50 end of
the polymer, and its state, which is one of A, C, G, T or U.
A single-stranded character x is a ‘copy’ of a character y if
x was initially base-paired with y at the time when x was
added to its polymer. In such cases, the process by which x
is added to its polymer is called ‘template-dependent synthesis’
(5) and y is called the ‘template’ for x. Positions added to a
polymer without a template (e.g. adenines added during
poly(A) extension of mRNAs) have no such relationships.
In the double-stranded case, a character x comprises two
base-paired single-stranded characters, x þ and x 2. Like a
single-stranded character, double-stranded characters have a
position (usually given as the position of x þ) and a state.
The state of a double-stranded character depends on a third
property, its orientation, which we indicate by one of þ or 2.
If x has an orientation of þ, then its state is that of x þ (the
character on the forward strand), otherwise it is that of x 2
(the character on the reverse strand). One of x þ or x 2 is
usually a copy of the other, with exceptions occurring due to
mechanisms such as replication slippage (5). Given a doublestranded character x and a single-stranded character y, x is a
copy of y, if one of x þ or x 2 is a copy of y. Conversely, y

is a copy of x if y is a copy of x þ or x 2. If both x and y are
double-stranded, then x is a copy of y if one of x þ or x 2 is
a copy of y þ or y 2.
We now address mutation, the second major mechanism in
molecular evolution. Because characters are positions, point
mutations of single-stranded characters do not change their
copy relationships. For example, if x is a copy of y and a
point mutation changes the state of x from A to G, then x is
still a copy of y. However, in double-stranded DNA, repair
mechanisms may use the template of an opposite strand or a
homologous region to replace damaged positions. Whenever
a position is excised and restored using a template, a new
copy relationship is established.
Having discussed the concepts of copying and mutation, we
now define homology. For both types of characters, we say
that x is ‘derived’ from y if there is an ordered set of characters, x1, x2, . . . , xT, such that y ¼ x1, x ¼ xT and xtþ1 is a copy
of xt. The ordered set may include both single-stranded and
double-stranded characters. A character x is homologous to a
character y if there exists (or existed) a character z such that
both x and y are derived from z.
Molecular homology has traditionally been divided into
three subrelations: orthology, paralogy and xenology (6).
Although these refinements have distinct biological implications (7), it is difficult to state unambiguous definitions for
them in terms of biological mechanisms. Nevertheless, the distinctions made by orthology, paralogy and xenology are
important and the alignment methods we discuss distinguish
between them. We therefore describe how orthology, paralogy
and xenology are applied at the nucleotide level.
Homology is first refined by the relation of xenology. Consider two homologous nucleic acid positions, x and y, whose
last common ancestor is z. These characters are xenologous
if at least one is derived from a position w, derived from z,
that was horizontally transferred. That is, the species to
which w belonged changed during w’s existence (excluding
changes from a parent to a child species).
If x and y are not xenologous, then they are either orthologous or paralogous, depending on the events undergone by z
and its copies. Replication of genomic nucleic acids is a
regular occurrence in cells, with copies of the same genetic
material normally separating from each other during cell division. When cell divisions (either through mitosis, meiosis or
binary fission) do not separate genomic copies, paralogous
relationships are established. To make this more precise,
suppose that z is copied, resulting in two derived characters
z1 and z2 in the same cell, where x is derived from z1 and y
is derived from z2. If z1 and z2 are not subsequently separated
by cytokinesis, then x and y are paralogous. Otherwise, x and y
are orthologous.
More specific subrelations of homology have been recently
proposed and are often useful. Paralogy is divided into inparalogy and outparalogy depending on the collection of species
being considered (7,8). To be fully described (C. Dewey and
L. Pachter, manuscript in preparation) is the concept of
‘topoorthology’, a distinguished subrelation of orthology.
Topoorthology is based on the classification of duplication
events as either ‘undirected’ or ‘directed’. Simply put, a duplication event is undirected if one cannot distinguish between
the two copies of the duplicated material. Otherwise, the
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duplication is directed, with one copy of the duplicated
material called the ‘target’ if its removal would restore the
genome to its original state. Once again, suppose that z is
the last common ancestor of x and y. Characters x and y are
topoorthologous if they are orthologous and neither is
derived from a character w, derived from z, that was part of
the target of a directed duplication. Characters x and y are
‘monotopoorthologous’ if they are topoorthologous and
neither is derived from a character w, derived from z, that
was part of an undirected duplication. Although orthology is
generally a many-to-many relation, monotopoorthology is a
one-to-one relation that is commonly identified between
genomes. Figure 1 shows the division of homology into its
subrelations. Figure 2 gives an example of homologous
relationships between copied nucleotide positions.

METHODS FOR MULTIPLE WHOLE-GENOME
ALIGNMENT
With the evolutionary relations that we wish to establish
between genomic sequence defined, we review the tools available for this task. We focus on methods that take as input a set
of three or more genomes and output alignments designating
homology or its subrelations between individual genomic
positions. There are two major strategies for aligning entire
genomes: ‘local’ alignment and ‘hierarchical’ alignment.
Figure 3 illustrates the main components of these strategies.
Local alignment
The local alignment strategy is first to find all similarities
between pairs of genomes and then to combine these pairwise
alignments into multiple alignments. Pairwise local aligners
are unaffected by genome rearrangements, as they effectively
compare every position in one genome to every position in
another. Local alignments between two genomes represent
both orthologous and outparalogous relations (xenology is
rarely a concern, unless prokaryotes are involved). When the
reference and query genomes are the same, local aligners
can additionally find inparalogous relationships. However, as
we will describe, pairwise local alignments are typically filtered for orthology before they are joined into multiple
alignments.
Pairwise local alignment is a well-studied area (9). Most
local aligners use a ‘seed-and-extend’ strategy in which
short exact or inexact matches are used to initiate potentially
larger alignments. Although BLAST (10) could be used as a
local aligner for whole genomes, many other methods have
been developed with large comparisons in mind (11 – 15).
At the whole-genome scale, the only method currently
available for combining pairwise local alignments into multiple alignments is MULTIZ (16). In the language of the
authors of MULTIZ, a multiple whole-genome alignment is
called a ‘threaded blockset’. A threaded blockset is defined
as a set of multiple alignments (‘blocks’) of colinear segments
of the input sequences, where each position in the input
sequences is included in exactly one block. Blocks are
allowed to have just one sequence in cases where the sequence
is not found to have any homologs. The purpose of MULTIZ

Figure 1. Refinements of homology.

is to join two threaded blocksets into one, given a local
alignment of two of the input genomes. More precisely,
given a threaded blockset containing species X and another
containing species Y, the two threaded blocksets are joined
by a pairwise alignment between X and Y.
The UCSC Genome Browser (17) currently provides
MULTIZ genome alignments for vertebrates, insects and
yeast. For each alignment, the pairwise BLASTZ (11) alignments given to MULTIZ as input are first filtered with a
‘best-in-genome’ criterion (18). Given a pairwise alignment
between a reference and a query genome, this filter keeps
only the best alignment for each position in the reference
genome. The filtered alignments are assumed to specify only
orthologous relationships. Unless applied in a reciprocal
manner, these filters give many-to-one orthology relationships
between a reference and a query genome. Although not capturing all orthologous relationships, the resulting reference-based
multiple alignments have the convenient property that every
column has at most one position from each genome.
Hierarchical alignment
A second strategy for multiple whole-genome alignment combines homology mapping with efficient global alignment.
Homology maps identify sets of large colinear homologous
segments between multiple genomes and are typically
designed to find only monotopoorthologous relationships.
For example, a homology map might specify that intervals 38,400,000–38,529,874 of human chromosome
17, 101,551,137–101,659,587 of mouse chromosome 11 and
90,483,833–90,585,675 of rat chromosome 10 (all intervals
on the forward strand) contain monotopoorthologous and
colinear positions (these intervals contain the BRCA1 gene).
Genomic global alignment programs, which require colinearity,
are run on segments (such as those just mentioned as an
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Figure 2. An example evolutionary scenario involving the replication of
double-stranded DNA in a parent cell and division into two child cells. The
two dotted arrows indicate the separation of the parent strands. Single- and
double-stranded copy relationships are indicated by single- and double-edged
arrows, respectively. Greyed double-stranded positions have participated in
duplication events. Positions 3 and 4 are the result of an undirected duplication
(due to replication slippage), whereas positions 10 and 12 are the result of a
directed duplication (involving an RNA intermediate), with 12 as the source
and 10 as the target. Position pairs (1, 7), (2, 8), (5, 11) and (6, 12) are monotopoorthologous, (3, 9) and (4, 9) are topoorthologous, (6,10) is only orthologous, and (3, 4) and (10, 12) are inparalogous.

example) specified by a homology map to produce nucleotidelevel alignments.
Methods for homology mapping typically take as input sets
of pairwise local alignments and output sets of genomic segments containing significant numbers of local alignments
that occur in the same order and orientation. After the sequencing of the third large genome, that of the rat (19), several
methods were developed for the construction of multiple
genome homology maps. GRIMM-Synteny (20) combines
the output of a sensitive local aligner, such as PatternHunter
(12), between all pairs of k genomes to first produce k-way
anchors. Nearby and consistent k-way anchors are joined to
produce a k-way orthology map. Mauve (21), a related
method that uses multiple maximal unique match (multiMUM) local alignments (22) to construct orthology maps
between multiple closely related species, has been demonstrated to create maps between the human, mouse and rat.
Both Mauve and GRIMM-Synteny output one-to-one maps
between genomes, which are indicative of monotopoorthology. PARAGON (23), another similar method that uses
BLASTZ alignments as input, has been used to create
orthology maps between more distant species.
Another method used to align the human, mouse and rat
genomes (24) uses a progressive extension of a pairwise strategy engineered for aligning human to mouse (25). Using the
BLAT (14) local aligner, a mouse –rat orthology map was
first constructed. The orthologous segments were aligned
using the LAGAN (26) global aligner, mapped to the human
genome using BLAT and finally put into a multiple alignment
using MLAGAN. The resulting maps represented all orthology
relationships, although most genomic segments were found to
be monotopoorthologous. A final method used for human,

Figure 3. The local (left path) and hierarchical (right path) strategies for
multiple whole-genome alignment.

mouse and rat orthology mapping used bacterial artificial
chromosome (BAC) end sequence comparisons as a basis
for orthologous anchors (27).
Mercator, a monotopoorthology mapping method that we
have designed (C. Dewey and L. Pachter, manuscript in preparation, http://bio.math.berkeley.edu/mercator/), takes as input
a set of non-overlapping landmarks in each genome and pairwise similarity scores between all landmarks. A graph is constructed with landmarks as vertices and hits between them as
edges. Within this graph, Mercator identifies high-scoring
cliques, i.e. sets of landmarks where there is a significant hit
between each pair. For example, if exons are used as landmarks, then the first exons of the human, mouse and rat
SHH gene would be identified as a high-scoring clique. Such
cliques indicate orthologous relationships. Starting with the
largest cliques (those in which we are most confident), adjacent and consistent cliques (such as those formed from each
exon of SHH ) are joined into runs that represent orthologous
segments. Edges not consistent with previously identified runs
are discarded and smaller cliques are discovered in the graph
and incorporated into runs. The algorithm iterates until cliques
involving all possible combinations of genomes have been
considered. Thus, unlike most other monotopoorthology
mapping methods, Mercator produces maps comprising sets
of segments that may be specific to any subset of the input
genomes.
Once colinear homologous segments have been identified,
multiple global alignment programs are used to assign homologous relationships between individual positions. Global
aligners create a one-to-one mapping between the positions
of two sequences. Thus, in the absence of recent tandem
duplications, multiple global aligners will determine the
monotopoorthologous positions in a set of colinear monotopoorthologous segments. The only methods that have been
run on whole large genomes thus far are MAVID (28) and
MLAGAN (26). Both rely on global ‘chaining’ of short
matches between pairs of sequences. A ‘chain’ is simply an
ordered set of locally aligned segments with the property
that the coordinates of the segments of the ith local alignment
in the chain are less than those of the segments of the jth local
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Table 1. A comparison of the local and hierarchical multiple whole-genome alignment strategies
Strategy

Local

Hierarchical

Programs

BLASTZ, PatternHunter, MUMmer,
MULTIZ, CHAINNET
Most commonly many-to-one orthology
High

GRIMM-Synteny, Mauve, PARAGON, Mercator, MAVID,
MLAGAN, TBA, MAP2
Most commonly monotopoorthology
Moderate, depending on local alignments
used for homology map construction
High
Fast and parallelizable
Explicitly gapped
Explicitly gapped

Relationships identified
Sensitivity (genome-wide)
Sensitivity (within homologous segments)
Speed
Short indels
Long indels

Moderate
Slow, but often parallelizable
Explicitly gapped
Implicitly gapped or interpreted as
missing data

alignment, when i , j. To create a multiple alignment, both
methods use a progressive strategy. MAVID and MLAGAN
differ in their identification of local alignment anchors
(exact versus inexact) and the methods by which alignments
are aligned at internal nodes of the phylogenetic tree (ancestral
reconstruction versus via sum-of-pairs). Other multiple
genomic global aligners that have not been run on whole
genomes but are comparable are given in (13,16,29).
Comparison of alignment strategies
Currently, all local and hierarchical multiple alignment
methods focus on orthology. They either identify many-to-many,
many-to-one or one-to-one (monotopoorthologous) relationships. Hierarchical methods begin by using local alignments,
but typically do not use local methods with their most sensitive parameter settings. This results in much faster running
times at the expense of missing short and significantly
diverged orthologous sequence. Although less sensitive at
the genome-wide scale, the hierarchical strategy can afford
to use more sensitive methods at a smaller scale, within the
sets of orthologous segments identified by the map.
An important difference between the two strategies is the
treatment of genomic segments that have been inserted or
deleted during evolution. Given a set of orthologous segments,
global aligners will gap all positions that are not found to have
orthologous relations. With recent insertions of mobile
elements, these gaps can often be very large. Local alignments, on the other hand, are not extended through longer
insertions and deletions. Segments that are not part of any
local alignment may be interpreted in two ways. One way is
to treat orthologous relationships to such segments as
missing data. A second interpretation is that segments not
part of any alignment are implicitly gapped, i.e. they are
believed to have been inserted or deleted. The choice of
alignment strategy and the treatment of gaps are issues
that researchers must be aware of when using multiple
whole-genome alignments for biological inference. Table 1 summarizes the important differences between the two strategies.

biological questions. We refer the reader to a number of excellent surveys on comparative genomics (1,2) for examples of
how multiple whole-genome alignments have been utilized.
However, we have selected for further discussion one key
(unsolved) problem that is central to utilizing multiple
alignments for functional genomics.
A multiple whole-genome alignment assigns homology
between nucleotides, but it does not identify genomic positions that are under selection or evolving neutrally. The
analysis of homologous nucleotides in a multiple alignment
using an evolutionary model forms part of the emerging
field of phylogenomics (30) and is essential for distinguishing
functional elements from neutrally evolving regions in
genomes.
The term ‘conserved nucleotide’ is used informally to
describe nucleotides that appear to be mutating slower than
suggested by a neutral model of evolution [usually based on
a continuous time Markov model for point mutation (31)].
Groups of conserved nucleotides are called conserved
elements. To our knowledge, there is no precise definition of
conserved elements at this time. Software tools that have
been developed for identifying conserved nucleotides and
elements include GERP (32), PhastCons (33), BinCons (34)
and Shadower (35). Conserved elements can also be identified
by examining insertions and deletions within multiple
alignments. This has been described in (36,37). There is a discussion of how the choice of alignment affects the determination of conserved nucleotides and estimation of
evolutionary model parameters (C. Dewey, P. Huggins, K.
Woods, B. Sturmfels and L. Pachter, manuscript in preparation).
The problem of identifying conservation within multiple
alignments is inherently a statistics problem, but one that
requires further advances by biologists in experimentally validating functional elements. Such advances are crucial for
defining appropriate choices of evolutionary models and will
subsequently inform computational biologists on the best
ways to predict new functional elements.
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